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We aren’t designers. We are regular guys 
who had a problem – clothing that seemed 
meant for the exclusive. We wanted “normal 
shirts”– something versatile and durable, 
with a  rugged aesthetic and elevated style. 
We  wanted to be comfortable in the city, the 
country, and everywhere in between. So we 
moved into our parents’ basement to start 
this polite (so far) rebellion against pretense.
 
Being anchored in the Midwest, where you 
are never more than twenty minutes from 
your next adventure, helps us grow our 
collection to keep up with everything you 
want to do in our normal clothes. And with 
more people joining us, we are feeling like 
normal is a thing again. But in case we ever 
lose our confidence, there’s a kickass bear 
to remind us that we have the wisdom and 
courage of a bear within. 
 
Brothers,
Jimmy, Conrad, and Lan



PERFORMANCE QUARTER ZIP

in Red

in mineral blue

in Grey

in blue haze

The perfect layer for the best weather. Just 
chilly enough for some sleeves, but warm 
enough for no socks. You’ll love this piece 
for the best days of the year.



PERFORMANCE POLO
Clubs can be stuffy, but this collection 
certainly is not. We used a polyester/

spandex blend that’s slightly 
heathered and extremely lightweight. 

It has all the bells and whistles, 
including the stretch and moisture-

wicking characteristics you need when 
you’re breaking a sweat. And we added 

cool details for a fresh look.

in mineral blue

in grey

in blue haze

in red



PERFORMANCE
WORKOUT T-SHIRT
We love this lightweight, soft, 
comfortable fabric so much that we 
kept making things out of it. We used 
contrast stitching on these for a little 
more style for the gym... or under a pier.

in blue haze

in grey

in red

in mineral blue



PERFORMANCE SATURDAY VEST
Your perfect second layer for the warmer 
months. Lightweight and easy to pack, this 
nylon/polyester blend vest has a hidden
hood and a great feel.

performance saturday vest mineral blue

VINTAGE SLUB HOODIE
This hoodie has a unique hand feel from the 
slubbed fabrics we made it from which give 
it a rugged, durable feel all while keeping it 

at a lighter weight so you can withstand that 
warm weather coming your way.

vintage slub hoodie meadow 



GAUZE BUTTON UP SHIRT
It’d be hard to debate which of our wovens has the softest feel, but this 

gauze button down might take the cake. We made it in a solid white 
color way so you can pair it with anything you’d like and still enjoy 

that Normal feel and you don’t even need to iron it.

Gauze Buton Up Shirt white



ACTIVE PUREMESOTM

SHORT SLEEVE HENLEY

ACTIVE PUREMESOTM

LONG SLEEVE HENLEY

“I wish they would make PuremesoTM styles I can 
wear during Spring and Summer so I never have to 

not wear Puremeso.” --You guys

“Say no more.” --Us

We re-engineered PuremesoTM for hot weather, 
and are so pumped for you to get your hands on 
it. Lightest weight yet-- breathable, soft cotton, 
polyester, and stretch-- this fabric delivers every 
single time.

Active Puremeso Long Sleeve Henley river

in blue haze

in stone

in navy

in sunrise



HAMLIN JERSEY HOODIE
This cotton-poly blend is perfect for the light weight second layer you 
need for the best days of the year. We used contrast stitches for a pop 

of color and liked this fabric so much, we used it a few times.

Hamlin jersey hoodie pacific coast

in Navy



HAMLIN JERSEY V-NECK SHIRT

This cotton-poly blend feels like the perfect tee for a night 
out or a casual day running around. The V neck is not too 

high and not too low– somewhere in the middle. 

in heathered grey

in heathered navy



VINTAGE SLUB POCKET POLO
100% cotton and vintage washed, this is 
your perfect Spring polo. We made t-shirts 
and a hoodie out of this fabric, too.

In Blue surf

in dark indigo in bright white

in coral

In sunrise In light indigo

in vallarta blue



in dark indigo

in blue surf

In sunrise

VINTAGE SLUB POCKET T-SHIRT

100% cotton and vintage washed, this is 
your wear-me-every-single-day short sleeve 

pocket tee.  It’s a classic style made in our 
most breathable and easy care slub cotton, 

so expect this to go straight from your
dryer to your back flawlessly. 

in meadow



top side leather backpack navy

senior travel bag tan

garrett weekend bag brown

top side leather backpack tan

senior travel bag forest green

garrett weekend bag tan

BAGS FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS

We travel often and needed the right kind of 
baggage, so we made some. Canvas with leather 

accents, these bags are durable enough for a 
hunt, yet fashionable for an airport.



HATS COLLECTION
This collection of hats will have more of 
our classic fits and styles, along with some 
newcomers. We wanted to bring you new style 
options for this spring, while also giving you more 
options of some classics you guys have loved.

top row: circle patch performance cap 
(coral), leather patch trucker cap (green) , 
circle patch performance cap (navy), normal 
mfg. cap (navy)

second row: normal sunset cap, normal 
script cap (burgundy), university bear cap 
(mineral blue), no boundaries trucker cap 
(grey)

third row: normal script cap (navy) , waxed 
activewear cap, the original cap (white), 
leather patch trucker cap (blue), the 
original cap (navy), leather patch trucker 
cap (grey)

fourth row: normal mfg. cap (grey), circle 
patch performance cap (mineral blue), 
mistake waxed canvas cap, The waxed canvas 
cap, no boundaries trucker cap (navy), circle 
patch performance cap (white) 


